


The Poeticians is the performance of the collection of clothes and 
poetry called Writing Wounds To Heal by Swedish choreographer Pontus 
Pettersson.  Made in velvet silk with the poetry burned out in the 
fabric exposing the texts, the poetry exposes both itself and the skin of the 
performer. Throughout the durational piece the performers are doing Pontus 
Petterssons cat practice and is one of the main ingredients of the project as 
well as the clothes/poems. The Poeticans is also a choreo-curational event 
that hosts different choreographic proposals inside of it. It is seen as 
module or installation where pieces, objects, performers can be inserted 
rather than a performance that executes and performs the same over and over. 
It was created as an extension of Pontus interest in poetry and choreography 
where hospitality and proximity is seen as key concepts in the development and 
execution of the event.

The Poeticians was first held at was the venue Weld in Stockholm, 
where Pontus invited a group of artist to share a Sunday afternoon in the 
theatre while he was showing his clothes/poetry.

Invited artist that time; Enad Marouf (SY), Billy Bultheel (BE), Mavi Veloso 
(BR) Katarzyna Szugajew (PL), PETER, Marie Ursin (NO), Robert Malmborg (SE), 
Melody Panosian (SE/DE), Robin Jonsson (SE), Simon Asencio (FR),. Karin Gille 
(SE)

Besides invited artists included in the 
assemblage of The Poeticians, Writing wounds to heal, The stellar blanket, 
Pancor, Tiles and titles, Cat practice and Sit catris is always included.









The Poeticians – The Cat Café

The second version of The Poeticans came in the shape 
of a Cat Café. Performed in Design Hall at 
Telefonplan in Stockholm through a residency of CCAP 
run by Swedish/Italian Choreographer Cristina Caprioli 

Pontus created a one-day café with himself standing 
behind the counter. The performers where dancers 
working with Cristina at that time and were for this 
occasion part of the performance. During the day one 
could play miniature golf in the old set design of 
Pontus performance lecture ’MOPA - I disappear in 
darkness´ Starting and ending with Stuart Mayes 
installation Play.









The Poeticians – Poetry Brunch

For the third time The Poeticians was an ending act of 
Pontus newest creation ‘The wind escorts the sky’. 

After the three days at weld The Poeticians became a 
Sunday brunch where there was a launch of the poetry book 
Writing Wounds to Heal with photographs by Märta 
Thisner and Luis Rodriguez. On the sunday afternoon one 
could come and go, eating Korean brunch by Emma Kim 
Hagdahl as well as listening to poetry by Sohie 
Erlandsson, Beauty and the Beast (Halla Olafsdottir and 
Amanda Apetrea), a recorded version of The Unlovable by 
Shiv Kotecha, the first ever performance of 
Buktalar-Michelle 








